hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Daniele samsara

and I'm taking you inside KSC NASA and SpaceX announced their plan to move forward with the uncrewed demo one test

flight of the crew dragon to the International Space Station on Saturday

March 2nd at 249 a.m. Eastern Standard Time

after the Flight Readiness review that took place Friday February 22nd the spacecraft will lift off from launch complex 39a at NASA's Kennedy Space Center in Florida atop of Falcon 9
commercially built and operated American rocket and spacecraft designed for humans will launch to the space station

the crew dragon is scheduled to dock to the space station Sunday March 3rd and will remain docked until March 8th when it will return to Earth the spacecraft will be carrying close to 400 pounds of crew supplies and equipment to the space station and will bring critical research samples factor NASA's Kennedy Space Center is accepting submissions for original artwork to be displayed on a wall in the astronaut crew quarters here
at Kennedy interested artists who are US citizens age 18 or older should submit artwork depicting what the future of space looks like to them if your artwork is chosen your art could be visible during future NASA launch coverage of crew departures you'll also receive an invitation to bring up to three guests with you to view a commercial through launch at Kennedy's learn more and submit your entries by April 30th at challenge.gov and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC you